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ABSTRACT

Rapid advances in programmable network devices catalyzed the

development of in-network computing, which is foreseen as a key

enabler to empower the intelligence of production lines and me-

chanical arms in Industry 4.0. Various pioneering approaches have

demonstrated the significant benefits of moving simple yet delay-

sensitive industrial control tasks performed by servers to network

switches. However, our detailed field study at a top-tier auto glass

factory reveals that current practice fails to achieve a real-time and

deterministic intelligent decision closure as leaving those complex

yet essential planning tasks still on edge or cloud. In this paper,

we design and implement a brand-new industrial switch, named

Netopia, on a commercial Zynq platform through software and

hardware co-design. Netopia enables planning and control to si-

multaneously perform on a network switch during communication.

At the core of Netopia are three simple yet effective modules -

a determinism guarantee mechanism, a computing acceleration

scheme, and a packet deterministic forwarding framework that

work hand-in-hand to ensure mechanical arms obtain intelligent

control commands with low and deterministic latency. Compre-

hensive evaluations in industrial environments demonstrate that

Netopia achieves an average end-to-end intelligent decision latency

of 3.0𝑚𝑠 with a jitter < 0.4𝑚𝑠 , reduced by > 86% over existing works.

CCS CONCEPTS

· Networks → In-network processing; Programmable net-

works; ·Computer systems organization→Real-time system

architecture.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the era of Industry 4.0 (a.k.a., the 4th Industrial Revolution), the

intelligence of production lines and the autonomy of mechanical

arms have gradually become highly prized goals for manufacturing

factories[29]. The tasks for mechanical arms are gradually evolving

from simple relay logic to intelligent decisions[10, 46, 47]. Com-

pared to mechanical arms with task-specific and pre-programmed

operating instructions on traditional lines, autonomous arms could

make intelligent and agile decisions according to production or en-

vironmental information, such as defective product detection and

grabbing[8, 9, 17], obstacle avoidance and emergency braking[48,

52]. Such an intelligence lift will bring a production paradigm shift

and significantly improve efficiency and safety.

According to our field study at a worldwide top-tier auto glass

manufacturer (§2.1), a mechanical arm’s intelligent decision closure

can be abstracted as planning and control two modules as illustrated

in Fig.2. The former exploits the arm’s sensing data to infer some

intelligent tasks (e.g., object classification, detection) using neural

networks, and on this basis, plan the arm’s subsequent high-level

operation trajectory (e.g., 20𝑐𝑚 forward, 30◦ rotation). The latter

translates the planned trajectory into low-level motor commands

based on the arm’s status messages using control algorithms (e.g.,

Inverse Kinematics[58], PID[62]). Eventually, these commands will

be distributed to each motor.

With the increasing interconnectivity of industrial devices, cloud

or edge robotics have hit the mainstream in industrial robotics

research[49]. Status-quo solutions either (𝑖) offload both the plan-

ning and control modules to a centralized cloud or edge server[42]

as illustrated in Fig.2a; or (𝑖𝑖) load the low-level control module onto

https://doi.org/10.1145/3581791.3596836
https://doi.org/10.1145/3581791.3596836
https://doi.org/10.1145/3581791.3596836
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Figure 1: An analogy between (a) human knee-jerk and (b)

our proposed industrial knee-jerk. Our design aims to enable

mechanical arms (like human arms and legs) to rapidly perform

some urgent and intelligent tasks through the control of nearby

industrial switches (analogous spinal cords), reducing the depen-

dence on distant edge/cloud servers (as human brains).

a network switch but keeps the high-level yet complex planning

module on cloud/edge (Fig.2b). In general, using a more powerful

server accelerates neural network inference in planning, and mov-

ing control to switch further reduces the end-to-end latency[29].

Although the early signals are positive and the industrial wheels

are in motion, we find current practice fails to enable mechanical

arms to periodically obtain updated control commandswith low and,

equally important, deterministic latency (i.e., newer arms require ≤

1𝑚𝑠 update period), where real-time and determinism are crucial for

a broader spectrum of industrial applications[44]. Grand challenges

are three-fold:

• Network heterogeneity exacerbates data propagation delay.

Unlike industrial networks (e.g., PROFINET[64], EtherCat[57]) de-

ployed between mechanical arms and switches, cloud/edge servers

and switches are typically connected by low-cost yet low reliability

standard Ethernet (Fig.2). Transmitting sensing data (e.g., succes-

sive images, high-frequent radar point clouds and IMU samples)

across those heterogeneous networks causes considerable delays

(§2.2-C1).

• Computational resource dynamics degrades latency deter-

minism. Despite the different network distances from industrial

environments, edge and cloud infrastructures typically rely on op-

erating systems (OS) or OS-level virtualization technologies[66] to

facilitate hardware resource management. However, the compu-

tational resources allocated to a specific task are thus varied and

influenced by OS or CPU scheduling, making it difficult to guaran-

tee the task with deterministic processing latency[32] (§2.2-C2).

• Background traffic overload impairs control commands dis-

patch. In practical industrial environments, each network switch

initially has to forward a large volume of background traffic (e.g.,

production information, surveillance videos), and transmitting sens-

ing data to edge/cloud further burdens the switch. Such an over-

loaded data flow overwhelms those critical control packets for arms,

affecting their real-time and deterministic distribution. (§2.2-C3).

In a nutshell, leaving the planning module on cloud/edge sets a

strong barrier to achieve a real-time and deterministic intelligent

decision closure, spanning from data transmission, computation,

and traffic forwarding.

Recently, two new opportunities have arisen in overcoming the

above challenges: (𝑖) With the advent of programmable network

devices, switches can perform not only pure packet forwarding

but computations as well. This trend led to the birth of a new

computational paradigm called in-network computing[26]; and (𝑖𝑖)

the use of novel embedded computing platforms with hierarchical

arithmetic units (e.g., Xilinx Zynq[25], Nvidia Tegra[65]) enables

lightweight devices to conduct relatively complex tasks.

Motivated by the above challenges and opportunities, we de-

sign and implement a brand-new network switch, named Netopia,

on a Zynq platform following a software and hardware co-design

paradigm. Netopia enables an industrial switch to perform both

the planning and control modules without offloading each of them

to edge/cloud, reducing the dependence on powerful servers. Just

like human physiological reflexes such as knee-jerk[61] and hand-

retraction[45] as shown in Fig.1a, where the behavior of skeletal

muscle, after stimulus, is controlled only by proximal neurons at

spinal cord rather than distal central nervous at brain[61]; our work

(Fig.1b), similarly, aims to splits the original long, distant closures

into smaller ones and realizes low-latency and deterministic calcu-

lations for some simple yet urgent tasks during communication.

Simultaneously moving planning and control to industrial net-

work posesmany challenges that are addressed in this work: (𝑖) how

to ensure delay determinism of the end-to-end intelligent decision

closure when diverse sub-tasks are diffused among heterogeneous

arithmetic units; (𝑖𝑖) how to improve the real-time performance of

those complex tasks in the planning module (i.e., neural network

inference plus trajectory planning); and (𝑖𝑖𝑖) how to achieve de-

terministic forwarding of critical control commands. Overall, the

design and implementation of Netopia excel in three aspects:

• Delay Determinism Guarantee. Before loading specific plan-

ning and control tasks, we first introduce a delay determinism guar-

antee mechanism to Netopia, spanning hardware resource isolation,

software processmanagement, and reliable data interaction, making

any tasks running on Netopia delay deterministic (§4.1).

• Task Computing Acceleration. We design an integrated hard-

ware and software neural network acceleration framework, which

significantly reduces the delay of intelligent task inference in plan-

ning by effective neural network module decomposition and task

re-assignments between low-level logic blocks and high-level com-

putational cores (§4.2).

•PacketDeterministic Forwarding.We implement Time-Sensitive

Networking (TSN) complying with IEEE 802.1AS [2] and IEEE

802.1Qbv[1] standards in the communication layer of Netopia, en-

abling Netopia to reserve dedicated time slots for critical industrial

control data. Benefiting from this, mechanical arms could reliably

receive updated control packets with deterministic latency. Addi-

tionally, as TSN is compatible with industrial networks and standard
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Figure 2: An illustration of a practical production line and comparison of current practice for intelligent decision tasks. (a)

Traditional centralized solutions (e.g., Baseline-I[42] on IJCA’18), where both the planning and control modules are offloaded to a cloud or

edge server. (b) A recent work with in-network control yet still leaves the planning on the server (i.e., Baseline-II[29] on NSDI’22). (c) Our

work, Netopia, with in-network simultaneous planning and control.

Ethernet, the deterministic forwarding of control packets would

not affect Netopia’s plug-and-play property (§4.3).

We fully implement Netopia on the latest Zynq UltraScale+

platform[25] through software and hardware co-design. Compre-

hensive experiments are carried out on two public mechanical

control datasets and in real industrial environments, using 28.11

GB sensing data and industrial network traffic with over 1,500

object grabbing tests. We compare Netopia with two state-of-the-

art (SOTA) industrial control systems, Baseline-I (IJCA’18[42]) and

Baseline-II (NSDI’22[29]), and the experiment results show that

Netopia achieves an 100% defect detection and grabbing success

rate, outperforming comparative approaches by 33% and 28%. The

average end-to-end intelligent decision closure latency of Netopia

is 3.0𝑚𝑠 with a jitter < 0.4𝑚𝑠 , reduced by >86% over related works.

In summary, this paper makes three contributions.

(1) We design and implement Netopia, as far as we are aware of,

the first industrial switch that makes both the planning and control

modules compatible with in-network computing. Netopia empowers

mechanical arms to make agile decisions with determinism, thus

driving the intelligence of production lines.

(2) We propose several technologies, spanning from delay determin-

ism guarantee, task computing acceleration, and packet determin-

istic forwarding, in Netopia to enable mechanical arms to obtain

intelligent control commands with low and deterministic latency.

(3) We extensively evaluate the performance of Netopia and two

comparative systems on public datasets and in real industrial envi-

ronments. The results demonstrate Netopia’s superior performance.

Contribution to the community. First, we systematically study

existing industrial planning-control systems and reveal their funda-

mental limitations based on our field study in a typical manufactur-

ing industry, which would help to uncover new research issues on

industrial networks for the community. Second, we make Netopia’s

prototype implementation publicly available1. Netopia can serve

as a platform for the research about in-network computing and also

a brand-new switch for the deployment of industrial intelligent

decision systems.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Wefirst introduce themechanical arm’s intelligent decision problem

according to our case study in a top-tier auto glass manufacturer.

We then explain the limitations of current practice and present the

system goals in designing Netopia.

2.1 Mechanical Arm’s Intelligent Decision

We present a snapshot of a real glass production line in Fig.2. Take

the glass defect detection, a highly prized task throughout the whole

production process in the manufacturer, as an example; some me-

chanical arms on the line (i.e., arms #2 and #4) are expected to

not only passively complete fixed operations (e.g., glass bending,

painting, gluing), but autonomously leverage sensors (e.g., camera,

radar) to detect defects on glass using neural networks. And once a

piece of glass is defective (e.g., dimensional non-compliance, inter-

nal cracks), these arms will directly grab it onto a recycling line for

re-producing rather than continue processing it.

Compared to traditional solutions where manually distinguish

defective glass at the end of a production line, such an intelligent lift

could save labor costs while greatly improving production efficiency

and yield rate as numerous unnecessary operations on defective

products are eliminated.

Problem statement.We abstract an intelligent decision closure

as planning and control two modules. As depicted in the left part of

Fig.2, an arm periodically uploads sensing data (e.g., images, point

1https://github.com/MobiSense/Netopia

https://github.com/MobiSense/Netopia
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clouds) to the planningmodule and its status messages to the control

module, respectively.

Note that control and planning run in parallel due to the huge

gap between their operating frequency: the control module continu-

ously adjusts each motor’s commands at motor response frequency

(i.e., around 1,000Hz adopted by the factory’s newer mechanical

arms[13]) through control algorithms (e.g., PID), to make the arm’s

motion match a target trajectory. The planningmodule, at the mean-

time, leverages a neural network to detect defects and track products

(e.g., at 60Hz camera rate), and further plans the arm’s subsequent

operation trajectory. The latest planned trajectory, thereafter, will

be served as the new target for the control module.

What is a feasible solution? Let 𝑡𝑝 and 𝑡𝑐 be the delay of the

planning and control module, respectively. Specifically, 𝑡𝑝 consists

of sensing data upload (d in Fig.2), planning task computation, and

target trajectory update (→) delay. And 𝑡𝑐 is a also combined delay

of status messages upload (→), algorithms operation, and control

commands forwarding (→). In general, both low and deterministic

𝑡𝑝 and 𝑡𝑐 are crucial for an arm:

• Industrial arms’ motors require < 1𝑚𝑠 update period (i.e., an

ultra-fast 1000Hz response frequency), indicating 𝑡𝑐 should be de-

terministically less than 1𝑚𝑠 in any scenarios. A longer 𝑡𝑐 causes a

motor to repeatedly execute the cached wrong commands and even

emergency braking[13], which impairs the control performance and

affects production quality.

•As for the planning delay, a smaller 𝑡𝑝 contributes a more accurate

and effective planned trajectory as the conveyor belt moves during

calculation. On the other hand, 𝑡𝑝 cannot exceed the inter-frame

interval (i.e., 16.67𝑚𝑠 for 60Hz camera rate) to prevent blocking of

computation requests or even frames input order errors[33].

2.2 Limitations of Current Practice

Webuild a production line testbed in the glass factory to conduct our

field study. We then re-implement two SOTA industrial intelligent

control systems, Baseline-I (offloading both planning and control

to edge) and Baseline-II (offloading planning to edge and control

to switch), and evaluate their performance by conducting over 200

defective glass detection and grabbing tests (setup detailed in §5).

The overall performance is exhibited in Fig.3a. As seen, neither

of the current practice could achieve low or deterministic 𝑡𝑝 or

𝑡𝑐 within an acceptable range under practical industrial network

conditions (i.e., network load > 50%). We dig into the underlying

reasons and find the challenges are three-fold:

C1: Considerable data transmission delay. Offloading planning

to edge/cloud has to simultaneously upload mechanical arms’ sens-

ing data (e.g., continuously captured frames). However, the stan-

dard Ethernet deployed between industrial switch and edge/cloud

server suffers from a lower reliable and higher delayed data trans-

mission performance compared to those sophisticated industrial

networks (e.g., PROFINET[64], EtherCat[57], Modbus[59]) on pro-

duction lines. What’s worse, there is also protocol isolation between

industrial networks and standard Ethernet, making it difficult to di-

rectly transmit data packets from one to the other. Such a drawback

further exacerbates the packet conversion (e.g., analysis, re-packing,

and forwarding) delay on the switch.

To validate our analysis, we measure the average delay for trans-

mitting a 1920×1080 frame captured by the arm to a server under

different network loads. We further categorize the delay into packet

conversion (i.e., from PROFINET to standard Ethernet in the fac-

tory) on the switch and data transmission on Ethernet two parts2.

The results are shown in Fig.3b. We observe that both systems pro-

duce high (i.e., the sum of those two parts > 35𝑚𝑠) and fluctuating

delays in all scenarios. The server will blindly wait for over two

rounds of acceptable 𝑡𝑝 (16.67𝑚𝑠) before computing, leaving huge

room for improvement. Additionally, the packet conversion on the

switch contributes nearly two-thirds of the total delay, which can-

not be easily addressed by a simple network upgrade (e.g., adopting

advanced 10-Gigabit Ethernet).

C2: Highly dynamic computation latency. Edge and cloud in-

frastructures typically rely on conventional time-sharing operating

systems (TSOS, e.g., Linux, Unix) or OS-level virtualization technolo-

gies (e.g., Docker[56]) to facilitate hardware resource management

and reduce development costs. Such an operation cannot guaran-

tee the processing latency of a specific task is deterministic as the

resources allocated to it are dynamically varied and influenced by

OS or CPU scheduling[32]. Although existing solutions leverage

real-time operating systems (RTOS) to eliminate the effects for

industrial applications[30], it increases the average waiting delay

for each task, and merely brings a minor boost to those machine

learning models running on GPU[5].

We set up an edge server and measure the latency of each

task in planning, including two optional network backbones (i.e.,

VGG16 and ResNet-50) for defect detection (on GPU) and one tra-

jectory planning (TP) algorithm (on CPU), running on a TSOS (i.e.,

conventional CentOS[53]) and RTOS (i.e., upgraded CentOS with

Xenomai[67] patch), respectively. The results are shown in Fig.3c.

In accordance with our analysis, the task processing delay varies

significantly on TSOS, leaving nearly half of the defect detection

latency over acceptable 𝑡𝑝 (16.67𝑚𝑠). Moreover, we find the leverage

of RTOS barely influences lifting the latency determinism of those

neural networks (on GPU), compared with the planning algorithm

(on CPU). The above results also reveal that although one can ad-

ditionally deploy costly industrial networks to connect switches

and an edge server (e.g., around $10,000 to function) for the lowest

transmission latency, the highly dynamic computation latency will

soon become a newer bottleneck.

C3: Unreliable control packet forwarding. In industrial network

topology, each switch is exploited to forward a large volume of back-

ground traffic (e.g., production information, surveillance videos)

among connected devices (e.g., arms, other switches, or edge/cloud

servers). Additionally, transmitting sensing data or high-frequent

status messages to cloud/edge would further burden the traffic

forwarding on switch. Such an overloaded data flow overwhelms

control packets for arms, resulting in excessive queuing delays,

even inaccurate forwarding, of those critical control packets.

We evaluate the control packet forwarding performance in dif-

ferent network load settings. Specifically, we measure each control

packet’s forwarding delay (i.e., the time a packet spends traversing

the switch) and forwarding success rate (i.e., the ratio a target arm

could receive the packet within the 1𝑚𝑠 motor response cycle). The

2We omit the < 1𝑚𝑠 propagation delay on PROFINET.
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Figure 3: Limitations of current practice based on our field study. (a) Overall performance of two status-quo solutions. (b) Considerable

data transmission delay. (c) Highly dynamic computation latency. (d) Unreliable control packet forwarding.

results are depicted in Fig.3d. As seen, the forwarding success rate

drops below 75% when network loads > 75% with an average queu-

ing delay spiking to 1.2𝑚𝑠 , exceeding the acceptable 𝑡𝑐 . Evidently,

such a lower success rate and higher forwarding delay fail to meet

the arm’s ultra-fast response frequency.

Lessons Learned. To enable arms to obtain intelligent control com-

mands with low and deterministic latency, we find three dimensions

could be enhanced:

(𝑖) On the architecture front, according to C1, we can design a

brand-new industrial switch that simultaneously conducts both

urgent planning and control on it, thus thoroughly eliminating the

data transmission delay and uncertainty.

(𝑖𝑖) On the implementation front, motivated by C2, we should ac-

celerate tasks computing and ensure deterministic latency through

handcrafted software and hardware co-design, bypassing those un-

certain OS- or CPU-level resource allocation and task scheduling.

(𝑖𝑖𝑖) On the network front, following C3, the switch needs to sup-

port a prioritized and deterministic forwarding of those critical

control packets.

2.3 System Goals

Netopia takes a solid step forward in solving the above issues and

thus enhancing the intelligence of production lines. We list the

system goals below:

Goal 1: Plug and play.Netopia should be implemented as a general

plug-in switch for industrial deployments, exposing well-packaged

yet non-dedicated ports to end-devices for connection. This allows

devices to benefit from Netopia without re-developing specific

network protocols (§5.3).

Goal 2: Portability. Netopia should provide functionality and

resource abstractions of the next-generation computing platform.

This allows a broader scope of planning tasks (neural network

with diverse backbones, layers, etc.) and control algorithms to take

advantage of Netopia (§5.3).

Goal 3: Efficiency. Netopia should effectively reduce the end-to-

end latency and ensure determinism, spanning data transmission,

task calculation, and packet forwarding (§5.2).

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We leverage the latest commercial Zynq UntralScale+ MPSoC (ab-

breviated asMPSoC), a heterogeneous computing platform launched

by Xilinx[25], to implement Netopia through software and hard-

ware co-design. We briefly introduce the MPSoC platform, and then

present the system architecture.

3.1 Zynq Platform Primer

Fig.4 illustrates the hierarchical computing resources provided by

MPSoC. As seen, MPSoC consists of a processing system (PS, for

software development) and user-programmable logic (PL, for hard-

ware design) two modules. The PS features a 64-bit Cortex-A53

quad-core processor (4*A-Core) and a Cortex-R5 dual-core real-time

processor (2*R-Core). The four A-Cores are typically centralized

and scheduled by a Linux OS, such as PetaLinux[20] and Debian[54].

The two R-Cores, designed for real-time application, are typically

scheduled by a RTOS. The PL provides programmable logic blocks,

digital signal processing (DSP), etc., for hardware design. Benefiting

from the above versatile computational resources, MPSoC has been

foreseen as a key enabler for next-generation applications such as

5GWireless[3, 75], advanced driving assistance system (ADAS)[36],

industrial Internet-of-Things[44, 71].

MPSoC is able to handle packet forwarding and complex task

calculation simultaneously. However, we find simply migrating

planning and control onto MPSoC without an elaborate software

and hardware co-design could not achieve delightful performance,

in terms of the end-to-end intelligent decision closure delay and

determinism (§5.4). There are still three challenges that ought to

be addressed: (𝑖) how to ensure end-to-end delay determinism

when hierarchical and heterogeneous units are all involved in the

computation for both planning and control; (𝑖𝑖) how to realize real-

time inference of neural networks in the planning module; and (𝑖𝑖𝑖)

how to achieve deterministic forwarding of critical packets in the

control module.

3.2 Netopia’s Architecture

Netopia tackles the above challenges through software and hard-

ware co-design. Fig.4 sketches the architecture of Netopia. Specif-

ically, the design of Netopia can be abstracted as communication

and computation two layers:

• On the network communication front, Netopia implements a

complete network protocol stack and thus forwards industrial data

traffic (i.e., background traffic) similar to a conventional switch,

and an A-Core (i.e., #A4) is leveraged for the general switch con-

figuration. In addition, Netopia receives arms’ sensing data and
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architecture (right).

status messages, and distributes control packets back to each arm at

motor response frequency (i.e., 1000Hz) after computation. Netopia

implements a Packet Deterministic Forwarding framework, ensuring

each arm to obtain control packets with deterministic latency (§4.3).

The entire communication layer is implemented on the PL.

• On the computation front, both the planning and control modules

are accomplished through the collaboration of PS and PL. Before

loading specific tasks to the MPSoC platform, Netopia introduces

a Delay Determinism Guarantee mechanism through computing

resource abstraction, core isolation, and reliable data interaction

among diverse heterogeneous units (§4.1). This allows (𝑖) any tasks

running on the platform to enjoy deterministic latency; and (𝑖𝑖) the

sub-tasks on each arithmetic unit could be flexibly adjusted with

respect to the modification of high-level tasks without re-designing

the entire system architecture, improving Netopia’s portability.

As for the specific workflow, Netopia first leverages a Task Com-

puting Acceleration scheme to accelerate the complex neural net-

work inference (e.g., defect detection) on logic blocks and two

A-Cores (i.e.. #A1 and #A2) using sensing data (§4.2). Based on

the inference results, the planning module leverages a re-planning

algorithm to calculate an arm’s subsequent working trajectory for

grabbing a defective glass on an A-Core (i.e., #A3) and send it to

the control module. Meanwhile, the control module (𝑖) schedules

each motor’s motion according to the high-level working trajectory

on an R-Core (i.e., #R2); and (𝑖𝑖) generates motor control packets

through PID control on #R1 based on the scheduled motor motion

and arm’s current status. Those critical control packets, eventually,

will be distributed back to the arm.

4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Delay Determinism Guarantee

Distinguished from commercial applications, industrial applica-

tions impose higher real-time and deterministic requirements (e.g.,

§4.1.2§4.1.2

A-Core A-CoreA-Core A-Core R-Core R-Core

PL

§4.1.1

Linux OS

Sensing
DMA

Trajectory
DMA

Control 
DMA

PL

Figure 5: Illustration of Determinism Guarantee.

sub-millisecond versus tens of milliseconds latency and jitter). Al-

though MPSoC’s hierarchical computational resources empowers

lightweight devices to perform some complex tasks, the hetero-

geneity of arithmetic units (i.e., logic blocks on PL, A-Cores and

R-Cores on PS), and the intermediate data interaction among them,

still challenge the real-time and deterministic manner of industrial

systems. Simply running an OS on MPSoC for centralized resource

management and scheduling will again leave Netopia with the same

drawbacks as edge/cloud solutions (§2.2).

In Netopia, we tackle the above challenge and ensure the com-

putation delay determinism of any tasks on Netopia through hand-

crafted and detailed resource and computation management. We

categorize the end-to-end delay determinism into the determinism

of intermediate data interaction and sub-task processing two parts,

and propose Tri DMA to ensure the former while Isolated A-Core

and Bare-metal R-Core for the latter, bypassing the uncertain OS

scheduling.

4.1.1 Tri DMA for Intermediate Data Interaction. We lever-

age the direct memory access (DMA) technique to take over the

intermediate data interaction process. In general, DMA allows dif-

ferent arithmetic units to access the main system memory and

transfer data in-between independently of the CPU (Cortex A53
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Figure 6: Workflow of Task Computation Acceleration

and R5). Taking the data interaction from an A-Core to an R-Core

(and vice-versa) as an example, without DMA, when the R-Core is

executing programmed input/output, it is typically fully occupied

for the entire duration of the read/write operation, and thus receives

the data from A-Core with frequent blocking. On the contrary, with

DMA, the R-Core first initiates a data transfer channel with A-Core,

then it does programmed operations while the transfer is still in

progress.

Following the above insight, we propose three different types of

DMA bridging all heterogeneous arithmetic units as illustrated in

Fig.5: (𝑖) the Sensing DMA bridges PL to A-Core to transfer sensing

data in the planning module; (𝑖𝑖) the Trajectory DMA updates the

planned trajectory from A-Core to R-Core for communications

between the planning and control modules; and (𝑖𝑖𝑖) the Control

DMA exchanges status messages and control commands between

PL and R-Core. Generally, different from existing network-based

solution such as PL-PS ethernet interface[23] and OpenAMP[37],

our proposed Tri DMA enables each kind of critical data flow to

own its exclusive transmission channel, ensuring the intermediate

data interaction determinism throughout the whole task lifespan.

On the other hand, leveraging DMA channels can transfer data to

and from devices withmuch less CPU overhead than network-based

solutions[55].

4.1.2 Sub-task Processing Determinism Guarantee. We pro-

pose Isolated A-Core and Bare-metal R-Core to keep sub-tasks

processing away from uncertain OS scheduling.

Isolated A-Core It’s difficult to ensure the execution latency of a

time-sensitive task running on an TSOS, i.e., Debian[54]. The ratio-

nale is that there are a number of background processes running

on the OS at the same time, competing with the time-sensitive task

for computing resources. To avoid the influence of these processes,

we reserve three A-Cores (red dotted in Fig.5) for the execution of

each time-sensitive task. In our implementation, we realize A-Core

isolation by build Linux OS with boot parameter isolcpus=<cpu

number>.

Bare-metal R-Core R-Core is dedicated for real-time applications,

such as high frequency industrial machinery control. It provides a

high level of reliability and determinism. It’s common to running an

RTOS on the R-Cores for better resource management and complex

task scheduling. However, considering RTOS’s elaborate scheduling

algorithm could introduce extra delay (see §5.4), we finally adopts

the R-Cores with no OS, i.e., bare-metal R-Core.

ALGORITHM 1: PL Load Balancing Algorithm

input :Resized Image AXI-Stream signal axis-image

1 S-A1← Get-#A1-Status;

2 S-A2← Get-#A2-Status;

3 if S-A2 is busy than S-A1 then

4 Send-DMA-to-#A1(axis-image);

5 else

6 Send-DMA-to-#A2(axis-image);

ALGORITHM 2: PS Receiving New Image Algorithm

1 while Receiving is uncompleted do

2 Receive-DMA-from-PL(new_image);

3 if Running on #A1 then

4 Push-into-#A1-Task-Queue(new_image);

5 Update-#A1-Status(+1);

6 else

7 Pushśinto-#A2-Task-Queue(new_image);

8 Update-#A2-Status(+1);

4.2 Task Computing Acceleration

The essential intelligent tasks (e.g., defect detection, object track-

ing) in planning rely on neural networks (e.g., VGG, ResNet) to

function. Although MPSoC provides versatile computational re-

sources, it’s still non-trivial to make the real-time performance of

neural network inference on Netopia meet industrial application re-

quirements. The rationale is that the processors (i.e., the quad-core

Cortex-A53 and dual-core Cortex-R5) on MPSoC’s PS are designed

for general applications without being optimized for those massive

floating-point operations in neural networks as Nvidia Jetson light-

weight AI devices do[19]. According to our measurements, running

a typical ResNet-50 model on the Cortex-A53 first brings an aver-

age 12𝑚𝑠 delay for resizing each input image (from 1920×1080 to

224×224), and then costs over 110𝑚𝑠 to infer the model. Each of

these two parts is unacceptable because 𝑡𝑝 should be below 16.67𝑚𝑠

(§5.4).

To address the above issue and accelerate task computing in

Netopia, we propose a fresh neural network inference workflow on

MPSoC through the collaboration of PL and PS. As shown in Fig.6,

the workflow consists of a Direct Image Packing and a Dual-Agent

Inference two modules. At a high-level, Direct Image Packing runs

on PL, re-packing image clips from network packets and converting

each image to a specific size and format that fits the neural net-

work input. The Dual-Agent Inference schedules the computational

tasks between PL and PS, leveraging logic blocks to cooperate and

accelerate the neural network inference.

4.2.1 Direct Image Packing. Netopia implements an in-network

packet parser for restoring image data from the network link layer,

and on this basis, directly executes data pre-processing (e.g., image

resizing) on PL. In general, the leverage of elaborate logic blocks

could accelerate the image resizing, and the integrated image packet

parsing and pre-processing workflow further reduces the delay of

transferring raw images from PL to PS. Specifically, theDirect Image

Packing module accelerates the image pre-processing by around

500% compared to simply perform it on PS (§5.4).
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ALGORITHM 3: PS Model Inference Algorithm

1 An← Get-Core-Number();

2 while True do

3 if An-Task-Queue is empty then

4 continue;

5 new_image← Pop-From-An-Task-Queue();

6 while Inference not finished do

7 Offload-Inference-to-PL();

8 Perform-Unsupported-Operations-On-An();

9 Send-Inference-Results-to-Follow-up-Modules();

10 Update-An-Status(-1);

Fig.6 (left) presents the workflow of the Direct Image Packing

Module. As seen, sensing data packets will be first parsed and

packed into raw images through a in-network parser state ma-

chine (the left bottom part). Specifically, the state machine fully

explores the piplined propriety of task processing on PL; it contin-

uously removes the header of sensing data packets from state S0

to state S1 (i.e., by set the packet header signals as dummy data,

i.e., assign m_axis_tkeep=1..110..00 in implementation), and further

reconstructs raw images from S1 to S2. An reconstructed image will

be directly fed into a hardware image resizing Intellectual Property

(IP[22]). Eventually, PL sends it to PS (i.e., A-Cores) by Sensing DMA

for neural network inference.

4.2.2 Dual-Agent Inference. Dual-Agent Inference utilizes PL

and two A-cores to accelerate neural network model inference.

Generally, we find there are two major complementary features

between PL and PS, which guides our design for task decomposition

and re-allocation to accelerate neural network inference.

(𝑖) On the task execution front, PL is superior at parallelized tasks

processing than PS as lots of logic designs in PL have the pipeline

architecture[63], which motivates us to adopt pipeline architecture

in the inference accelerator and exploit two A-Cores to improve

the inference throughput;

(𝑖𝑖) On the computational ability front, PL has a greater apprecia-

tion for operations with large number of parameters than PS as a

number of arithmetic units, such as DSP[21], allows ultra-fast pa-

rameters loading and efficient numerical calculation, which guides

us to offload computation-intensive tasks to PL. Nevertheless, logic

blocks are unable to handle exponential calculations, so we have to

move the Softmax or SigMod layer back to A-Cores.

We translate the above analysis into a practical neural network

acceleration workflow: two isolated A-Cores for low-computing lay-

ers inference and pipelined Inference Accelerator for computation-

intensive layers inference. As an example, in the lower right of

Fig.6, we split ResNet-50 into two portions: (𝑖) the first convolu-

tional layer and the Softmax layer before output are executed on

an isolated A-Core. (𝑖𝑖) the main backbone is offloaded to PL for

acceleration.

In order to improve the throughput, we balance the workload

of two cores by introducing Dual-Agent Inference mechanism in-

cluding three algorithms. Algorithm1 explains the logic how PL

dispatches pre-processed data (i.e., resized images) to these two

A-cores. PL first gets two A-cores’ current state (Line 1, 2) from

certain registers, then select one A-core with lower workloads (Line

PL

Switch

PL

Switch

PL

A-Core R-Core

Netopia Switch
Sensing 
data

Status 
message

Control 
Command

Figure 7: Different network traffic flow in Netopia.

3) and sends the image through the DMA (Line 4, 6). On each agent,

there are two threads that running Algorithm2 and Algorithm3,

respectively. Algorithm2 performs image receiving from PL (Line

1, 2). After receiving, the new image will be pushed into the task

queue (Line 4, 7) waiting for inference, and update the core sta-

tus3, thus change the values of registers in PL, via PS-PL AXI-lite

interface (Line 5, 8). Algorithm3 takes charge of model inference.

It continuously takes images from task queues (Line 5) and per-

forms the model inference by offloading it to the PL accelerator

mentioned above (Line 7). Additionally, some special operations,

which are not supported by PL, will be executed with the assistance

of A-Cores (Line 8). After completing inference, it will send the

inference results to the follow-up modules (Line 9), and update the

current A-core’s status because its workload decreases (Line 10).

4.3 Packet Deterministic Forwarding

Netopia realize deterministic forwarding of the following three

kinds of critical data packets: (𝑖) the status message packet; (𝑖𝑖)

the calculated control command packet; and (𝑖𝑖𝑖) the sensing data

packet. Among them, (𝑖) and (𝑖𝑖) enjoy the highest priority com-

pared to (𝑖𝑖𝑖) as they are directly related to an arm’s operations.

(𝑖𝑖𝑖) is also given a higher priority than background traffic (e.g.,

surveillance videos) since all intelligent decisions are made based

on it.

In Netopia, the key insight behind achieving traffic deterministic

forwarding is reserving dedicated network bandwidth and time slots

for those critical packets. To this end, we make the communication

layer of Netopia compatible with TSN, following the IEEE 802.1Qbv

standard[1] to leverage a Time-Aware Shaper for resource reserva-

tion. To push forward the determinism, we additionally introduce

a Time Synchronization mechanism referring to the IEEE 802.1AS

standard as reserving dedicated time slots requires connected de-

vices enjoy the same global timestamp (i.e., bias <1𝑛𝑠).

4.3.1 Time Synchronization. The naive software implementation of

time synchronization, e.g., Network Time Protocol[60] (NTP), could

achieve milliseconds accuracy, which does not meet the industrial

requirements. In Netopia, we implement the time synchronization

protocol defined in IEEE 802.1AS[2] through software and hard-

ware co-design. The synchronization algorithm is developed in

PS using C on #A4, while the real-time clock and timestamping

module are implemented in PL using verilog for precise timing. The

timestamp of each synchronization packet was added as soon as its

pass through the PHY chip and TEMAC IP[24] in PL, so that the

3We define the core status as the size of current task queues
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link delay, key to the synchronization algorithm, is more precise as

PL logic hardly impairs the link delay.

4.3.2 Time-Aware Shaper. IEEE 801.1Qbv designs a Time-Aware

Shaper (TAS), with predefined Gate Control List (GCL), to trans-

mit periodic traffic streams. The concept of TAS is based on time-

division multiple access (TDMA). It divides the network commu-

nication into fixed length, repeating time cycles and uses a timed

flow table to control the traffic transmission, thus reserve the band-

width for critical traffic. The timed flow table specifies when to

open the gate within a cycle so that the critical traffic (see Fig.7)

with the corresponding priority can being transmitted. The back-

ground traffic can only be transmitted when no critical traffic is

under transmission.

Fig.8 shows howNetopia switch forwards a packet with priority 7

(top priority) from port #1 to port #2. The packet first passes through

TEMAC IP for signal conversion, and then goes into DATAPATH

module. In DATAPATH, this packet is pushed into a waiting queue

according to it’s priority (7) and destination port number (2). At

time 𝑡0, GCL opens the Gate 7 and this packet will be forwarded

after passing through output TEMAC.

5 EVALUATION

5.1 Experimental Methodology

Field studies. Based on Netopia, we have developed a real-time

defective glass detection and sorting system, and deployed it on a

production line in the glass factory. As shown in Fig.9, the system

consists of four mechanical arms connected to a Netopia switch

through category 6 Ethernet cable.We select 522 panes of defective

glass (refer to the bottom-right of Fig.9) and 246 panes of qualified

glass to pass through the conveyor belt, and designate one mechan-

ical arm (arm #4 in particular) to pick all defective ones. The whole

field studies lasts over two hours with around 1500 defect detection

and grabbing tests.

Dateset. In addition to our field studies, we also conduct compre-

hensive evaluations based on public robotic control datasets (grasp-

ing dataset[31] and push dataset[11]). In this part of evaluations, we

leverage four ZYNQ-7021 SoC boards, simulating mechanical arms,

to periodically (1000Hz) send sampling data to Netopia switch also

in industrial environments.

Metrics.We first use the grabbing success rate, the rate arm #4 could

successfully identify a defective glass and grab it onto a recycle line,

to evaluate the system performance from a holistic perspective.

We further measure the control latency 𝑡𝑐 and planning latency

𝑡𝑝 (defined in §2.1) to better understand the rationale behind the

overall performance.

Baselines. We compare Netopia with two most relevant state-

of-the-art industrial control systems, Baseline-I[29] and Baseline-

II[42], to evaluate the system performance. Following their design,

we additionally introduce an edge server to deploy them in indus-

trial environments. Specifically, mechanical arms connect to the

industrial switch through PROFINET, while the edge server con-

nects to the industrial switch through 100Mbps standard Ethernet

and is equipped with an Intel Core i9-10980XE CPU@3.00GHz and

an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU.

Network loads. To better evaluate the system robustness under

practical industrial network conditions, we further plug multiple

surveillance cameras into our testbed to send surveillance videos

through the deployed network, simulating background traffic. By

adjusting the quantity and quality of active video streams, we divide

the network load into four levels of 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% Note that in

real manufacturing scenarios, the network load typically exceeds

50%.

Workloads. In our experiments, the planning module first uses

a neural network with ResNet-50 backbone to detect defects on

each glass and track the defective ones. Afterwards, it leverages

a trajectory planning algorithm to calculate the arm’s subsequent

working trajectory for grabbing each defective glass onto a recycle

belt. Meanwhile, the control module exploits IK algorithm[58] to

translate the planned trajectory into arm’s configuration space (i.e.,

each motor’s target state), and PID control[62] to gradually adjust

each motor’s motion.

5.2 Overall Performance

Fig.10 illustrates the overall performance of Netopia and two base-

lines. In a nutshell, Netopia achieves an order of magnitude lower

control and planning latency, and succeeds in grabbing defective

glass panes in all test cases.

Fig.10a displays the success rate results4. Netopia maintains

100% success rate under all network loads, outperforming two base-

line systems. When the network is idle (network load = 0%), both

baselines achieve 100% success rate. However, their success rates

decrease significantly as the background traffic increases. When the

network load is 75%, Baseline-I and Baseline-II exhibits 33% and 28%

success rate, respectively. To make matters worse, the mechanical

arm is shut down by the safety mechanism occasionally with the

baselines.

4We excluded all unsuccessful cases caused by ResNet-50’s misidentification
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Figure 10: Overall performance

Furthermore, We measures the latency introduced by the control

module and planning module respectively in Fig.10b and Fig.10c.

As depicted in the bottom part of two figures, Netopia perfectly

meets the requirements of industrial arms: (i). 𝑡𝑐 is stable at around

120μ𝑠 under all four network conditions, and 𝑡𝑐 ≪ 1𝑚𝑠 even in the

worst cases. (ii). 𝑡𝑝 is no more than 3.2𝑚𝑠 in all test cases, far below

the requirement of 16.67𝑚𝑠 . Benefiting from (i) and (ii), Netopia

never misses any grabbing in Fig.10a.

Nevertheless, the results of Baseline-I and Baseline-II are un-

satisfactory. As depicted in Fig.10b, though 𝑡𝑐 of two baselines is

relatively small (< 1𝑚𝑠) with no background traffic, it increases

significantly as the network load increases. At the 75% network

load level, over half of the baseline cases show 𝑡𝑐 ≥ 1𝑚𝑠 , which

causes the unexpected shutdowns in Fig.10a. Besides, the jitter of

𝑡𝑐 in Baseline-I is markedly lower than that in Baseline-II, mainly

resulting from the additional link in network transmission.

As to 𝑡𝑝 , Fig.10c demonstrates that offloading planning module

to cloud/edge servers for real-time control is infeasible: on the one

hand, heavy network load delays the arrival of images from the

arm (around 29𝑚𝑠 when NL = 75%); on the other hand, the latency

jitter introduced by GPU computation (up to 10𝑚𝑠) further impairs

its practicality.

5.3 Robustness Study

We conduct three experiments to demonstrate Netopia’s portability

and scalability. The latency of control and planning modules is

recorded and shown in Fig.11.

Impact of different network models. We evaluate the perfor-

mance of Netopia with different neural network models as the

defect detector. Fig.11a shows the CDFs of 𝑡𝑝 with ResNet-101,

MobileNetv1 and YOLOv3. Compared to Fig.10c, 𝑡𝑝 is obviously

higher in this experiment, because all these three models have more

FLOPs (Floating Point OPerations) than ResNet-50. For ResNet-

101 and MobileNetv1, 𝑡𝑝 distributes in the range of [3.1𝑚𝑠, 4.2𝑚𝑠]

and [8.0𝑚𝑠, 10.2𝑚𝑠], respectively, satisfying the requirements of

16.67𝑚𝑠 . Their 𝑡𝑝 jitter is also small enough for deterministic re-

quirements. However, the average 𝑡𝑝 with YOLOv3 is around 19.5𝑚𝑠 ,

slightly above 16.67𝑚𝑠 , because YOLOv3 is a relatively heavier de-

tector. As a result, YOLOv3 is more suitable for non-urgent but

accuracy-sensitive tasks with powerful cloud/edge servers.

Impact of arm’s DoF. We investigate the performance of Netopia

on the mechanical arm with different degrees of freedom (DoF).

As the DoF of arm is positively related to the computational com-

plexity in control module, we compare the control latency 𝑡𝑐
5 with

three most common DoFs of the commercial arm, i.e., 5, 6 and 7. As

depicted in Fig.11c, 𝑡𝑐 increases slightly as the DoF increases, with

mean value of 100.8μ𝑠 , 108.7μ𝑠 and 122.1μ𝑠 , respectively. Mean-

while, the jitter of 𝑡𝑐 does not exceed 40μ𝑠 across different DoFs.

The result demonstrates that Netopia can maintain its reliability

even if more axes are added to future mechanical arms.

Impact of number of connected arms. We delineate the perfor-

mance of Netopia when multiple mechanical arms are connected.

As depicted in Fig.11c, when the number of devices increases from 1

to 4, the control latency remains stable at around 125μ𝑠 . Benefiting

from the pipeline design in hardware acceleration and the load

balancing of dual A-core inference, the total planning latency only

increases slightly when more arms are present (from 3.01𝑚𝑠 for one

arm to 3.25𝑚𝑠 for four arms). In summary, the result demonstrates

that Netopia is scalable and enables the connection of more end

devices.

5.4 Ablation Study

We conduct several experiments to understand the effectiveness of

each module in Netopia.

Hardware acceleration.We remove Direct Image Packing (DIP)

and Dual-Agent Inference (DAI), and demonstrate the respective

planning latency in Fig.12a and Fig.12b. Fig.12a demonstrates that

DIP does reduces the planning latency 𝑡𝑝 by about 0.4𝑚𝑠 and lower

the jitter by about 0.18𝑚𝑠 , ensuring Netopia’s fast and deterministic

planning. Furthermore, as depicted in Fig.12b, 𝑡𝑝 without DAI is

more than one order of magnitude higher than that with, indicating

that inference acceleration is critical to Netopia.

Tri DMA. We replace the sensing DMA with a PS-PL Ethernet

interface to investigate its influence on Netopia. Fig.12c shows the

planning latency w/ and w/o the sensing DMA. Although the me-

dian of 𝑡𝑝 only increases 0.54𝑚𝑠 , in the worst case, 𝑡𝑝 increases by

over 130%. This indicates that DMA can reduces the 𝑡𝑝 jitter by elim-

inating the bandwidth contention between critical and background

traffic.

Baremetal RPU. In Netopia, the computation of the controlmodule

is deployed on the baremetal RPU. We conducted two experiments

5As TSN requires pre-scheduling[16], the computation latency in control module
should be known in advance. For convenience, TSN’s transmission latency is excluded
from 𝑡𝑐 in this experiment.
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Figure 12: Ablation Study

to understand if it could utilize the ordinary APU and if the alter-

native ways to schedule RPU (e.g., RTOS) were practical. Fig.12d

and Fig.12e display the corresponding results. If the control module

is placed on the APU, the APU will simultaneously do the control

and planning computation, resulting in an addition in the delay

and jitter of control(Fig.12d). Similarly, when using RTOS on the

RPU scheduling, the operating system adds unnecessary overhead

and increase the control’s delay and jitter (Fig.12e).

Isolated A-Core. We evaluate the performance of Netopia’s plan-

ning module with and without core isolation on the APUs. The

results are shown in Fig.12f. When core isolation is turned off, the

planning computation may be interrupted by kernel-level processes

or other high priority user-level processes. According to the exper-

iment, core isolation can successfully reduce 𝑡𝑝 by 0.32𝑚𝑠 and the

jitter by 4.77𝑚𝑠 . As a result, it is crucial for Netopia to implement

the core isolation technique.

6 RELATED WORK

We review the most related works in this section.

Industrial Control for Mechanical Arms. Generally speaking,

repeatability and accuracy are two goldenmetrics for measuring the

control effectiveness of an arm during the execution of its producing

tasks. The former is defined as its ability to achieve repetition of the

same task while the latter is the difference (i.e., the bias) between

the requested task and the task actually achieved[43, 50]. The ulti-

mate goal of an industrial control system is to make each arm have

both - accurately hitting every target every time. Traditional indus-

trial control systems rely on expensive hardware programmable

logic controllers (PLC), and major PLC providers include Siemens,

Rockwell Automation, Mitsubishi Electric, etc.. However, hardware

PLC-based solutions cannot meet the high flexibility and intelli-

gence requirements of production lines in the era of Industry 4.0

(e.g., the defective glass detection and grabbing case presented in

§2.1), as the re-programming of PLCs typically takes a long time,

e.g., days even weeks, and requires a lot of expertise[15].
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Edge Computing in Industry. Recent years have witnessed the

rapid developments of edge computing[4, 34, 38, 41, 68, 69, 74], es-

pecially for industrial applications such as industrial inspection[35,

51, 72], robotic perception[6]. Several studies have also shown the

benefits of connecting mechanical arms to an edge server for flexi-

ble and intelligent industrial control, replacing traditional high-end

PLC-based solutions and thus making the control tasks evolve from

simple relay logic to complex machine learning models[39, 40].

Though edge-based processing has clear benefits in making the

management processes simple and flexible, they cannot easily sat-

isfy the low-latency and high-reliability network requirements of

real-time industrial control as demonstrated in §2.2.

In-Network Industrial Computing and Control. With the ad-

vent of next-generation network devices (e.g., PISA switches[7], P4

language[12], and a wider scope of handcrafted white box switches

based on diverse computing platforms[14]), a new era has begun in

which programmable switches can not only perform pure packet

forwarding but simple computations as well. This trend leads to

the birth of in-network computing, a new computational paradigm,

where edge/cloud-based computations (or a part of them) are loaded

to switches or other programmable data planes[18, 26, 27]. This

new way of using networking hardware opens up the opportunities

for low-latency and reliable calculations during the communication.

Recent studies adopt the paradigm for controlling mechanical arms

on network switches[28, 70, 73]. The most relevant in-network con-

trol systems to our work is Baseline-II (published on NSDI’22[29]),

which performs the real-time velocity control of robot arms on a P4-

enabled programmable network switch and offloads the high-level

planning module at an edge-based industrial controller. However,

based on our extensive evaluations, we find leaving planning tasks

on edge still faces fundamental limitations, spanning from data

transmission, computation, and packet deterministic forwarding,

for real-time industrial applications (detailed in §2.2), which moti-

vates the design of Netopia.

7 DISCUSSION

Netopia is the first attempt to simultaneously offload the control

module and planning module on an industrial switch. We briefly

discuss some concerns, limitations and future works in this section.

• Cost of Netopia. Netopia is implemented on the development

board MPSoC, priced at around $1,000 (with $800 dedicated to the

core FPGA board), offers a more economical alternative to tradi-

tional industrial control platforms. As detailed in §2.2, deploying

such platformsÐincluding industrial Ethernet and edge comput-

ersÐtypically exceeds $10,000. Additionally, converting the design

prototype into dedicated chips could significantly reduce Netopia’s

expenses. Consequently, this budget-friendly, high-performing so-

lution positions Netopia for success in the competitive market.

• Generalizability. We concentrate on processing general and

computationally-intensive visual tasks within the planning mod-

ule. Owing to the Direct Image Packing and Dual-Agent Inference

modules in §4.2, Netopia boasts wide applicability across various

network architectures, with most inference acceleration strategies

(e.g., pruning, quantization and early exit) ready for deployment

with minimal adaptation. However, industrial environments also

involve other types of sensing data, such as mmWave RADAR and

IMU data. As a result, fusing multi-modal data on Netopia switches

for precise environment perception and motion control is nontrivial

and would be left as the future work.

• Multi-arms Collaboration. Netopia represents a pioneering

effort to offload simple yet urgent tasks from cloud/edge servers

to industrial network switches within the planning module. Still,

some urgent tasks with high computational demands, like multi-

arms collaboration, remain to be addressed. Future research will

explore methods for offloading those complicated tasks onto Ne-

topia switches. Potential avenues include investigating specific

computation compression algorithms and devising strategies to di-

vide complicated tasks into smaller components, distributing them

across multiple switches. Ultimately, the key challenge lies in en-

suring that mechanical arms receive intelligent control commands

with low and deterministic latency.

8 CONCLUSION

We have presented the design and implementation of Netopia,

a brand-new industrial switch that simultaneously supports in-

network planning and control. Netopia proposes functionality and

resource abstractions of a next-generation computing platform and

features three vital services to ensure delay determinism in terms

of task computation, data interaction, and packet forwarding. On

this basis, Netopia enables mechanical arms to periodically obtain

intelligent control commands with low and deterministic latency,

empowering them to make agile and intelligent decisions. Extensive

evaluations on public datasets and in real industrial environments

demonstrate its superior performance.
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